
We assume you all know the capital presence of Chuck “The Man” Norris all over the 
internet, as a result of the so called Chuck Norris Facts. 

After discovering in facebook that Layer 0 in Autocad is the Chuck Norris of Layers, 
from n+1 (Urban legends department) we take a moment from our actual task of finding 
a Santiago Calatrava Project that hasn’t go over the original budget (That’s a real urban 
legend!!) to create and launch, in all their splendor: 

The Chuck Norris Architectural Facts. 

 

Or what would happen if Chuck Norris would be an architect 

Ok, sorry, we shouldn’t ask that in conditional, because Chuck can be whatever he 
wants, it’s just he hasn’t felt like being it yet. So, let us rephrase that: 

What will happen when Chuck Norris decides he wants to be an architect?  

And here you have a few! 

“Chuck Norris passed with an A in Alberto Campo Baeza class, with a Zaha Hadid 
project” 

“F8 key in Zaha Hadid’s keyboard was once pulled out by Chuck Norris. Zaha hasn’t 
had the courage to replace it” 

“Concrete hardens faster in the presence of Chuck Norris” 

 “Organic architecture curves are inspired by Chuck’s foot movement when he performs 
a roundhouse Kick” 

“Chuck Norris sends his competition panels using UPS, and sends no warning fax. No 
competition dares not to admit Chuck” 



“When some competition rules say that the presentation panels must be horizontal, 
Chuck always makes them vertical. The only thing “horizontal” in Chuck’s life are 
humans, via roundhouse kick” 

“Chuck Norris doesn’t need a demolition project. Chuck Norris IS the demolition” 

“All administrations have a special Chuck Norris telephone line. Just for him to call, in 
case he feels like it. Never to call him” 

“Clients ask for such short timelines since Chuck finished a 1.000 semi-detached houses 
Project in one afternoon. Short nap included” 

“Scholar buildings prototypes started when Chuck’s kids started going to school. Chuck 
doesn’t like having to recognize new buildings” 

“Autocad ALWAYS can hatch the boundary for Chuck Norris” 

“Chuck Norris gets paid by the European administration the very minute he presents his 
bill. For Chuck 30-60-90 is just the number of consecutive roundhouse kicks he can 
deliver in three series” 

“There are no human resources adjustments in Chuck Norris studio. There are 
slaughters” 

“The expression Executive Project finds its full meaning when Chuck Norris is the 
architect” 

“You don’t use a helmet in a Chuck Norris construction site, you use a bulletproof vest” 

“Utopist Architecture by Ledoux and Boullee has changed its name to Architecture 
Chuck Norris hasn’t wanted to build yet“ 

“Bilbao’s Guggenheim museum was originally a perfectly shaped cube, until Chuck 
Norris decide to tune it up using only roundhouse kicks” 

“Chuck Norris has 3DStudio, Grasshopper and Rhinoceros, running in a ZX Spectrum“ 

“Chuck Norris has the only Autocad for MAC” 

 “Chuck Norris’ lemma for all his competitions is “Chuck Norris”” 

“In any competition where experience and unreachable conditions are mandatory to 
compete or even have the possibility to enter, Chuck always has enough merits. Twice” 

“A long time ago, someone tried to tell Chuck Norris the “engineer – decorator – 
architect” joke. His head I still orbiting the moon” 

 “Chuck Norris has slept 12 hours like a baby in all his deadlines. Nothing disturbs 
Chuck’s sleep” 



“There’s no work accidents in Chuck Norris project sites. Only the ones Chuck himself 
produces by the use of roundhouse kicks” 

“Chuck Norris doesn’t need damages insurance. Chuck Norris’ buildings DON’T 
COLLAPSE. NEVER” 

“Architect’s educative possibilities are: Graduate, Master, PHD and Chuck Norris” 

 


